Proposals for deliverables for workshop 4: “Professionalizing Study Abroad Experiences”

Maintain this working group after the seminar to
- Disseminate the good practices/programs presented: Lehigh internship programs in NGOs and placement in firms; Digital tech program from Centrale supelec; CCIP, FACC, etc.: role of the French Embassy to promote such types of programs etc.
- Engage business networks in France and the US to increase their willingness and capacity for hosting American and French students respectively in France and the US.
- Reinforce the engagement of alumni to facilitate placement in the US and France
- Draft of a “Guide for internships for firms in France and the US” : value proposition and explanation of the training programs from the home country
- Draft a “guide for internships for students in France and the US” (examples of résumés, cover letters and interview advice, sample internship agreement, explanation of visa process...).